The 
Introduction
There is a particular class of detection problems for which bilinear time-frequency or time-scale implementation of receivers is advantageous. Two properties characterise these problems. Firstly, we must be able to express a test statistic in a quadratic form. Secondly, there must be an opportunity to exploit the nature of the TFR/TSR, which arises when the signal to be detected is subjected to an unknown time-frequency or time-scale offset.
Methods for the TFR/TSR based realisation of detection statistics for such problems have been outlined for the case where the noise is modelled as Gaussian [6, 7] . In many detection scenarios, however, particularly those involving atmospheric or underwater acoustic noise, the noise displays impulsive characteristics. There has been widespread interest in the use of α-stable distributions to model noise displaying impulsive characteristics, but the development of receivers using such noise models has been hampered by the lack of a compact analytical form. Near-optimal receivers for the detection of known, deterministic signals using α-stable distributed models have recently been proposed in [3] .
In this paper, we develop test statistics for the detection of arbitrary nonstationary second-order signals, using a bivariate, isotropic α-stable model for the noise. We consider the problem of detecting such signals in the presence of unknown time-frequency and time-scale offsets, and demonstrate that approximations to locally-optimal test statistics can be expressed in a manner conducive to efficient implementation using TFRs or TSRs. The paper is organised in the following manner. Section 2 reviews a method for approximating α-stable noise models. Section 3 describes the LO detector and near optimal approximation for the case when the signal is subject to no time-frequency or time-scale offset. Section 4 develops test statistics for the case when an unknown offset is applied, and describes TFR/TSR implementations. Section 5 discusses the extension to array-based receivers, and Section 6 examines the performance of the developed receivers.
Approximating α-stable Distributions
A bivariate isotropic α-stable distribution can be a good model for narrowband impulsive noise [5] . The α-stable distribution is most readily described by its characteristic function, which, for the special case of the isotropic distribution f (u, v), centred at (0, 0), is:
where [4] have described how sub-Gaussian stable distributions can be analytically represented using a mixture of Gaussians. Any isotropic bivariate SαS random variable Z = (u, v) centred at zero can be represented as a scale mixture of normal distributions:
where h(v) is the mixing function, the form of which was given in [4] . By discretising (2) and normalising, we obtain a finite mixture approximation to the pdf:
where P(i) are mixture weights, and σ i variance parameters. For this to be a good approximation, the continuous distribution must be sampled at a large number of points, resulting in an unwieldy, high-order mixture model. It is preferable to sample at fewer locations, but then train the model parameters using the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm [4] ; in practice, it is observed that good approximations can be achieved with as few as five to ten Gaussians in the mixture. As the α parameter diminishes, and the extent of the tails increases, the required number of Gaussians for an accurate approximation grows.
The Locally Optimum Detector

The Discrete-time Problem
We consider the detection problem involving the choice between the hypotheses:
is a vector of n observations, s is the signal and w = (w 1 , w 2 ,... ,w n ) the noise; θ is a positive parameter affecting the amplitude of the received signal, and φ a parameter determining a random phase shift.
We assume the following signal and noise properties:
• The noise components w k are i.i.d. complex random variables with a known common pdf f IQ (w I,k , w Q,k ), where w I,k and w Q,k are the in-phase and quadrature components. The function f IQ is circularly symmetric
• The signal samples are complex with a joint pdf f s (s I , s Q ), where s I and s Q are the in-phase and quadrature components; the signal is zero-mean with a known correlation matrix R s .
The amplitude of the received signal is frequently small in comparison to the noise (θ is small); we are then interested in developing a locally optimum (LO) detector, which is most powerful for the θ range of interest. Assuming a uniformly-distributed p(φ), and denoting the amplitude of the k-th sample of the received vector R k , we can express the LO detection statistic as [2] :
where r s (m, k) denote elements of the correlation matrix R s . Using the notation x, y = ∑ k x k y * k :
where y = [
R q is the correlation matrix determined by isolating the main diagonal of R s . When we use a finite mixture of Gaussians to approximate the function h(r) describing the noise, the nonlinearity w(r) which determines both z and v is:
where P(i) and σ i are the parameters of the mixture.
The Continuous-time Problem
We now consider the continuous-time equivalent of (4):
where t ∈ [0, T ], the observation period, w(t) is the noise, and x(t) is the observed signal. The signal s(t) is a zeromean complex signal with (known) correlation function r s (t 1 ,t 2 ). The continuous time LO detection statistic is:
where R q and R s are now correlation operators, f , g = R t f (t)g * (t) dt, and the functions y, z and v are the continuous forms of the vectors in (5). The second-order approximation of the likelihood ratio for the problem (8) is related to the LO test statistic [2] :
Composite Hypotheses
We now extend the continuous-time detection problem to the case where the signal has been subjected to an unknown time-frequency or time-scale shift. The problem can be stated as a choice between the hypotheses:
where (a, b) denotes a time-shift of a and either a frequencyshift b = ν or a scale offset b = c. The time-frequency or time-scale shift affects only the correlation operators R s and R q . For a time-frequency shift,
and for a time-scale offset,
For the fixed shift (a, b):
If the shift parameters are assumed to be deterministic but unknown, we use the generalised likelihood ratio test approach as in [7] to derive the test statistic:
If the parameters are assumed to be random with joint pdf p(a, b), an appropriate test statistic is given by
where T (a,b) (x) is the likelihood ratio test statistic for fixed a and b. Using (5) and (10), we have the test statistic:
which is of similar form to the locally optimum statistics derived for the Gaussian noise case in [7] .
TFR/TSR implementation
The TFR/TSR implementation of the test statistics is based on the covariance properties of the Weyl symbol L H of a positive definite linear operator H, and the Weyl correspondence [1] , which states that:
where W x (t, f ) = W xx (t, f ) is the Wigner distribution:
The Weyl symbol displays a time-frequency shift covariance, L , c; R s ) , an affine class TSR,
We implement the statistics Λ GLO (x) and Λ MLO (x) using:
where V is the TFR P or the TSR D depending on the nature of the shift parameters.
A TFR/TSR-based implementation offers a computational saving because of the fast algorithms for evaluating TFRs and TSRs. 
Array detection
Rao and Jones investigate the use of TFRs and TSRs for implementing array-based receivers under the assumption of Gaussian noise in [6] ; they propose structures for the non-coherent, partially-coherent, and coherent detection scenarios. The near-optimal receivers discussed in this paper are readily extended to generate receivers which operate on an array of sensors. In particular, we can derive the near optimal test statistic for the case of coherent receivers [6] :
, a sum over the M available sensors; we assume a known angle of arrival and aligned x i .
Performance
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed detection statistics. We concentrate on the TFR receiver, and use the coherent array formulation of (18) for an array of 4 sensors. We contrast the mixture model timefrequency detector with the time-frequency LO (Gaussian) detector proposed in [6, 7] , and a time-frequency implementation of the Cauchy receiver. The LO Gaussian test statistic (for white noise) has the form [6] :
where
The Cauchy test statistic has the same form as the detector presented above, but the non-linearity w(r) of (7) becomes:
which arises from a bivariate Cauchy noise model. We suppose that the signal of interest is characterised by the random process:
where the X k are i.i.d. (X k ∼ N (0, 1)) and β k is a fixed complex number. The signal is thus a weighted sum of three chirps, with the weights determined by the random processes X k . In our test, we introduce a random timefrequency shift and examine the two noise cases α = 1.5 and α = 1.9 with the dispersion γ set to 1. Figure 1 displays the detection probability relative to signal strength for a constant false alarm rate of 0.01, and Figure 2 displays the ROC curves for a constant signal strength of θ = 3. The performance of the Gaussian LO detector is poor for the α = 1.5 case, and it deteriorates as the noise becomes increasingly impulsive. The mixture model detector performs better than the Cauchy detector for the depicted noise cases; the performance discrepancy diminishes as α approaches 1.
Summary
In this paper, we developed near-optimal test statistics for the detection of arbitrary nonstationary secondorder signals in impulsive noise, modelled using a bivariate, isotropic α-stable distribution. We considered the extension to the case when the signal to be detected is subjected to an unknown time-frequency or time-scale shift, and showed that approximations to locally-optimal test-statistics can be implemented using TFRs/TSRs. We demonstrated that the performance of the LO linear receiver is poor in even mildly impulsive noise; the alternative detection statistics proposed in this paper offer considerably enhanced performance. 
